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Introduction
A small proportion of patients who present
with clinical symptoms of urethritis or cervicitis later develop inflammatory arthritis and, for
an unfortunate minority, this can be the beginning of a persistent and disabling disease. This
illness is now termed reactive arthritis,1 rather
than the older term, Reiter’s disease. Reiter
described a triad of urethritis, conjunctivitis,
and arthritis in first world war soldiers in the
trenches following attacks of dysentery, and
mistakenly believed that it was due to infection
with a novel spirochaete. However, others had
previously described the same syndrome, and
the triad has no specific pathological significance; patients can have the same arthritis
whether they have conjunctivitis or not, and
urethritis is not infrequently absent, particularly in cases triggered by gut infection.
Because of the emphasis on urethritis in the
definition of Reiter’s disease, it has often been
assumed subsequently that Reiter’s disease is
synonymous with sexually acquired reactive
arthritis (SARA),2 whereas in Reiter’s report
the index cases followed gut infection. For all
these reasons the term reactive arthritis is to be
preferred and avoids unnecessary categories
such as “incomplete” Reiter’s disease.
There are many advantages, from a rheumatological view, in studying the pathogenesis of
reactive arthritis. Unlike, for instance, rheumatoid arthritis, the onset is sharply defined rather
than insidious, and is the result of an
identifiable antigenic challenge (in the form of
an infectious organism) to the host immune
system. It has also been clear for some time that
host factors influence who develops arthritis,
HLA-B27 being the best described of these,
and that the same factors play a part in the
whole family of arthritic conditions which
make up the seronegative spondyloarthropathies (table 1). There is, therefore, an expectation that exploration of the host:pathogen
interaction in reactive arthritis may provide
valuable insights into the pathogenesis of
related forms of arthritis.
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Table 1

Spondyloarthropathies

+ Ankylosing spondylitis
+ Arthritis associated with inflammatory bowel disease
+ Psoriatic arthritis
+ Reactive arthritis, secondary infections by:
+ Chlamydia trachomatis
+ Salmonella
+ Campylobacter
+ Yersinia
+ Shigella

Genitourinary infections which trigger
reactive arthritis
Of the sexually acquired infections, the evidence implicating Chlamydia trachomatis as a
cause of reactive arthritis is strongest. The
infection is not always symptomatic,3 and
rheumatologists greatly value the help of
colleagues in genitourinary medicine in tracking down chlamydial infection in patients with
unexplained acute synovitis. There are also
reports of the involvement of mycoplasmas,
particularly Ureaplasma urealyticum.4 These
organisms are clearly capable of causing arthritis, and a septic arthritis due to mycoplasma
infection in immunodeficiencies in which
patients lack antibody is well described.5 6
Individual “reactive arthritis” cases have been
reported in which Mycoplasma genitalium, now
thought to be a significant cause of nongonococcal, non-chlamydial urethritis,7 has
been identified in the joint by polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) or culture.8 9 Less clear is the
extent of mycoplasma infection in classic reactive arthritis. Problems in establishing such an
association include the possibility of dual
infection by chlamydiae and mycoplasmas, and
the carriage of mycoplasmas in the genitourinary tract of normal individuals. As discussed
in detail below, finding an organism in joint
tissue or fluid,10 particularly when using highly
sensitive PCR based tests, can no longer be
regarded as definitive proof that the organism is
responsible for the arthritis.
Infection by gonococcus also gives rise to an
inflammatory arthritis which is sometimes
loosely referred to as “reactive,” although the
occasional isolation of the organism by culture
has often led to gonococcal arthritis being
classified with other forms of septic arthritis.
In any case this arthritis does not share the
extra-articular features or the HLA-B27 association of classic reactive arthritis, and cannot be regarded as being within the spondyloarthropathy
grouping.
Again
dual
gonococcal and chlamydial infection can cause
confusion.
Chlamydiae in the joint
One of the major advances in reactive arthritis
research has been the demonstration that triggering organisms such as chlamydiae disseminate from the site of infection to the joint.
Atypical elementary bodies were demonstrated
in reactive arthritis synovium by immunofluorescence11 and electron microscopic studies
were also suggestive.12 More recently nucleic
acid amplification techniques have confirmed
the presence of organisms in synovium and
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ence between chlamydia induced and enteric
reactive arthritis, but very recent observations
have shown transcriptionally active yersiniae in
a reactive arthritis joint.33 In the case of enteric
infections, there is evidence to suggest persistence of the infection long after the symptomatic gut infection has resolved—yersinia antigens have been detected in arthritic joints
months to years after infection. The same may
apply to chlamydial infection, and it will be
important to identify sites of persistence and
the extent to which the organism is susceptible
to treatment with antibiotics while in a
quiescent state.
The immune response to chlamydiae in
the joint
T CELL MEDIATED IMMUNE RESPONSES

Chlamydiae are obligate intracellular pathogens and as such require T cell mediated
immunity to control the infection.34 Antibody
may have a role in preventing reinfection, especially when it is produced locally in the genital
tract, but in most circumstances has little if any
role in clearing the organism.35 It is not
surprising therefore that T cell mediated
immune responses have been readily demonstrated in the joints of patients with chlamydial
induced reactive arthritis.36 Indeed, characterising this immune response has contributed
substantially to what is known about cell mediated responses to C trachomatis in humans, with
the identification of several of the antigenic
components of chlamydiae which elicit T cell
mediated responses.37 38 CD4+ T cells play the
major part in controlling chlamydial
infection,39 probably through their production
on interferon ã,40 but protective CD8+ T cells
have also been described in mice,41 and more
recently in humans.42 The relative importance
of responses by these subsets in humans has
not yet been established, and chlamydia
specific CD8+ T cells have not yet been
isolated from human joints. Nevertheless,
CD8+ T cells are activated in the joint and also
produce a similar set of cytokines as CD4+ T
cells (H Beacock-Sharp, J S H Gaston, unpublished data), and the failure to isolate chlamydia specific T cells may simply reflect technical
diYculties in working with these cells.
IMMUNE RESPONSES TO HSP60

Among the antigens commonly recognised is
the chlamydial 60 kDa heat shock protein
(hsp60). All bacteria, indeed all living cells,
need to express hsp60 as part of their normal
functioning—it is used to ensure cellular
proteins are correctly folded after synthesis.
Recent data point to the possibility that, in
addition to a physiological role in protein folding, extracellular hsp60 may be recognised by
myeloid cells, resulting in the production of
pro-inflammatory cytokines, in a manner similar to lipopolysaccharide.43 This eVect has been
shown for chlamydial hsp60.44 45
However, immune recognition of hsp60 is
also very common in infection, particularly
where intracellular organisms are concerned.46
Considerable attention has been paid to the
possibility that immune responses to hsp60 are
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synovial fluid,13–15 and indicated that they are
viable since they are transcriptionally active.16
Despite this evidence, the organism can rarely
if ever be cultured from the joint—the precise
status of early reports of cultured chlamydiae
remains uncertain. It is also possible to induce
a “viable but uncultivable” state in vitro by
tryptophan deprivation17 18 or treatment with
penicillin,19 and the chlamydiae may exist in a
similar state within macrophages which do not
support a productive infection.20 Indeed, macrophages or dendritic cells would seem the
most likely carriers of organisms into the joint,
since they will be able to take up bacteria at the
site of infection,21 enter the circulation, and be
recruited to the synovial membrane. In support
of this idea chlamydiae have been detected in
peripheral blood leucocytes of reactive arthritis
patients22 and dendritic cells in the joint stimulate chlamydia specific T cells.23 It is worth
recalling that the synovial membrane is made
up of 50% macrophages (type A synoviocytes),
and that recruitment from the blood to the
joint occurs normally. It is tempting to
speculate that rates of recruitment are higher to
larger joints and to those which are subject to
low level trauma through weight bearing.
These factors might account for the tendency
for reactive arthritis preferentially to aVect
larger joints in the lower limbs. Moreover, the
same line of argument leads to the conclusion
that macrophages bearing chlamydiae would
always be recruited to joints in infected
patients, and especially to inflamed joints.
Recent evidence supports this; one centre has
studied synovial biopsies from a population
with a high prevalence of chlamydial infection
and showed the presence of organisms in
patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA) or
other forms of inflammatory arthritis, where
there is a high rate of recruitment of macrophages to a hypertrophic inflamed synovial
membrane.24 25 Chlamydial DNA was even
detected in synovium from an asymptomatic
joint, although some evidence of low level
inflammation was present in this case.26 However, the prevalence of detection of chlamydiae
in RA synovium was only around 30% of the
prevalence in reactive arthritis.
Recent experimental studies emphasise the
capacity of chlamydiae to disseminate; thus
chlamydiae were identified in joints of mice
experimentally infected in the eye,27 and introduction of chlamydiae to one mucosal site has
been reported to result in colonisation of
others.28 This property of C trachomatis is
shared by C pneumoniae since it is believed that
macrophages infected in the lung or upper respiratory tract deliver organisms to atheromatous plaques in arteries where they may have a
role in coronary artery and cerebrovascular
disease.29 30
The findings in reactive arthritis induced by
chlamydia infection are mirrored by those in
reactive arthritis triggered by gut infection,
where organisms have been demonstrated in
synovium and synovial fluid by immunofluorescence, mainly associated with phagocytes.31 32 Initial results using PCR to detect
nucleic acids were negative, suggesting a diVer-
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Evidence implicating immune responses to Chlamydia hsp60 in inflammation

important in chlamydia induced pathology.
There are reasons for this, detailed in table 2.
Studies of T cell recognition of hsp60 in reactive arthritis have produced two major findings.
Firstly, although it has been postulated that T
cells reactive to chlamydial hsp60 might cross
react with the human counterpart (since they
have highly conserved amino acid sequences),
precise mapping of the peptides (epitopes)
within chlamydial hsp60 which are recognised
by CD4+ T cells has so far not shown any evidence of cross reactivity with human hsp60.
Secondly, in two instances the epitope identified in C trachomatis hsp60 was identical or
nearly identical in C pneumoniae hsp6047 and R
Raggiaschi, J S H Gaston, unpublished data.
Since infection with C pneumoniae is common,
particularly in early life, many of those infected
for the first time with C trachomatis will already
have immune systems primed to respond to
chlamydial hsp60 because of previous encounter with C pneumoniae. The idea that priming
might be important is a recurring theme in
consideration of chlamydia induced pathology.
Infection of the conjunctiva which leads to
scarring
trachoma
requires
recurrent
infection,48 and in an animal model of this condition, disease was produced by challenging
primed animals with hsp60.49 Infertility is also
related to recurrent infection.50 In reactive
arthritis there is rarely a history of previous
symptomatic genitourinary infection, but infection by C pneumoniae, which mostly causes
mild upper respiratory tract infections, could
be a suYcient priming event. This idea is currently under further investigation.
CYTOKINE PRODUCTION IN THE REACTIVE
ARTHRITIS JOINT

If T lymphocytes encounter bacterial antigen
in the joint they will be activated to produce the
cytokines which ultimately control joint inflammation and destruction. Synovial T lymphocytes from reactive arthritis joints analysed
ex vivo show spontaneous production of interferon ã (H Beacock-Sharp, J S H Gaston,
unpublished data), generally regarded as a
proinflammatory cytokine, and also the critical
factor in overcoming chlamydial infection.
Although all reports agree on the presence of
interferon ã, it has been claimed that T cells
making interleukin 4 (IL-4) are also present in
the joint—in contrast with rheumatoid arthritis
where IL-4 is clearly absent.51 This is relevant
to pathogenesis, using the model which classifies T cells into two categories according to
their pattern of cytokine production—Th1
cells dominated by interferon ã and Th2 cells
dominated by IL-4, the two subsets of T cells
being mutually antagonistic.52 Since immunity
to chlamydiae requires a Th1 response, it has
been argued that the presence of IL-4 could
indicate an inadequate Th1 type response to
chlamydiae which could lead to persistence of

SUSCEPTIBILITY TO REACTIVE ARTHRITIS

Only a small minority of patients infected with
chlamydiae develops arthritis. One factor
influencing susceptibility is HLA-B27, but it is
important not to overstate its influence. In
studies of reactive arthritis triggered by enteric
infection (such as an outbreak of salmonella
food poisoning), only about 30% of patients
are B27+ if care is taken to include all patients
who develop symptoms, and not just the
subsection who have disease severe enough to
require hospital referral.61 The prevalence of
HLA-B27 in the latter group is much higher,
60–80%, so B27 seems to influence severity
and persistence rather than just susceptibility.
If the rate of recruitment of macrophages containing chlamydiae is an important factor,
patients with some level of pre-existing inflammation in joints—for example, as a result of low
grade trauma, may be more susceptible. Many
aVected patients are young and athletic, and
not infrequently reactive arthritis is first attributed to a sporting injury. Other relevant factors
may include previous exposure to chlamydial
antigens, and the quality of the immune
response which they elicit in particular individuals. The latter can be influenced by genetic
factors such as polymorphisms in cytokine
genes which alter rates of production. Such
factors may be identified by whole genome
screening. This is impractical in reactive
arthritis but is being applied to ankylosing
spondylitis.62 Genes relevant to susceptibility to
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+ Raised anti-hsp60 antibodies in patients with tubal infertility
+ DTH responses to hsp60 in primed animal, in models of trachoma and salpingitis
+ Continued production of hsp60 by chlamydiae in a non-cultivable state
+ Transcription of hsp60 genes by synovial chlamydiae

the organism in the joint. Studies in mice lacking the interferon ã gene indicate that apart
from an inability to clear chlamydial infection,
such mice may sustain a vigorous and potentially tissue damaging delayed type hypersensitivity responses driven by Th2 cytokines,
particularly IL-4. IL-10 is another cytokine
which antagonises Th1 responses, and this is
certainly present in the joint, but whether the
amounts are appropriate is not known. In animal models of chlamydial infection, clearance
of the organism is aVected by the relative
balance between interferon ã and IL-10
production,53 and IL-10 gene knockout mice
clear chlamydial infection more rapidly than
normal.54 One of the most interesting T cell
derived cytokines which is likely to be relevant
to joint destruction is the recently described
IL-17,55 which is present in reactive arthritis
joints. IL-17 can mimic many of the properties
of IL-1 and tumour necrosis factor á (TNFá)
which lead to cartilage breakdown and bone
erosion.56–58
In addition to cytokines derived from T cells,
and those whose production is induced by T
cells, proinflammatory cytokines may also be
produced by cells in the synovium as a result of
infection itself. The cells include both
macrophage-like synoviocytes which can make
IL-1 and TNFá and fibroblast-like synoviocytes which also have the ability to make
cytokines.59 These eVects of infection in the
joint may parallel those at the initial site of
infection, where chlamydiae induce cytokine
production by epithelial cells.60
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(TGFâ). Any one of these might fail in persistent reactive arthritis.

Why does reactive arthritis sometimes
persist?
There is a subtle problem with the question of
persistence in reactive arthritis. Those with
persistent arthropathy are those most likely to
be HLA-B27+ and these patients in turn are
those most susceptible to other forms of
spondyloarthropathy. Thus, it can be argued
that reactive arthritis does not persist or evolve
into something resembling ankylosing spondylitis; instead the patients develop two B27
associated conditions with overlapping
courses. Although this may happen, and
patients with longstanding ankylosing spondylitis are seen who develop an episode of acute
reactive arthritis, the more usual clinical
picture is one of evolution from typical reactive
arthritis to chronic spondyloarthropathy. This
impression is strengthened by the investigations showing evidence of persistence of the
triggering organism or its antigens in the
aVected joint years after the initial infection.
Therefore, persistence is real and not an ascertainment artefact in the B27+ disease susceptible population.
To discuss reasons for persistence of arthritis
it is reasonable to start with inquiry into the
mechanisms which normally bring about resolution of joint inflammation in reactive arthritis. If bacterial antigens are critical to its pathogenesis, resolution may simply represent the
final clearance of the organism from the joint,
or from another site of persistent infection so
that no more chlamydiae are delivered to the
synovium. In that case persistence could relate
to a failure to clear the organism, if there was
persistent infection in, for instance, the prostate, chlamydial antigens would continue to be
delivered to the joint. Evidence from enteric
reactive arthritis now strongly suggests that this
process can occur for months or even years,
and as noted already, chlamydiae have also
been identified in reactive arthritis synovium in
persistent reactive arthritis—that is, years after
the initial triggering infection, although it is
diYcult to exclude reinfection. Among the
genes which chlamydiae have been shown to
transcribe in the joint is hsp60,16 implying production of this potent stimulus to the immune
system. Alternatively, if the main immune
response in persistent arthritis is no longer
directed against bacterial antigens but against
something normally expressed in the joint (an
autoantigen), arthritis would persist even when
infection had been entirely eradicated. As previously discussed, autoimmune responses have
not been identified in reactive arthritis, but the
possibility is still worth pursuing.
However, even in situations where antigen
persists, the immune system has mechanisms
for downregulating immune responses appropriately so that inflammation is not sustained
unnecessarily. These include the death of
eVector cells by apoptosis and the production
of anti-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-4,
IL-10, IL-13, and transforming growth factor â

Treatment
If arthritis relates to persistent infection by
reactive arthritis associated organisms, it is reasonable to ask whether antibiotics have any
part to play in the treatment of the disease.
Although infection in the joint has been
demonstrated, this is at a very low level, and the
assumption is that some other reservoir of
infection allows continuous colonisation of the
synovial membrane. The same idea underlies
other forms of chronic inflammation associated
with both C trachomatis and C pneumoniae. In
the latter case, the hypothesis that the presence
of the organism within atherosclerotic plaques
accelerates cardiovascular disease has led to
several trials of long term antibiotics (including
the macrolide azithromycin) with some intriguing preliminary results which require confirmation in much larger trials.63 In reactive arthritis
evidence is conflicting but generally fails to
support a role for antibiotics; trials using ciprofloxacin in yersinia induced reactive arthritis
have been negative.64 65 However, one study
showed an eVect of treating chlamydial induced reactive arthritis with long term tetracycline, though this result depended on subgroup
analysis.66 A further trial of azithromycin has
just been completed but results are not yet
available. One problem with the use of
antibiotics is the assumption that conventional
treatment regimens will be eVective against
organisms which are dividing very slowly, if at
all, and which may be able to persist intracellularly. Recent results in a rat model of yersinia
induced arthritis underlined this, since rats
continued to excrete yersinia organisms and
had no relief from arthritis despite prolonged
treatment with ciprofloxacin.67 It has even be
suggested that antibiotics could even exacerbate late arthritis by driving organisms into a
persistent state. Thus, further information
about the sites of persistence and the state of
the organism will be required to devise and test
rational antibiotic regimens.
An alternative view of the pathogenesis of the
reactive arthritis is that it is the nature of the
immune response to bacterial antigens which
governs the development of arthritis and its
persistence. Thus an immune response to a
bacterial antigen might cross react with a self
protein, as postulated in Lyme disease,68 or the
immune response might be excessive as postulated in tuberculous leprosy, with concomitant
inflammation and tissue damage. Under these
circumstances therapy would be required to
modulate the immune response—for example,
by reintroducing tolerance to the self antigen
(while preserving the immune response to
other bacterial antigens), or by altering the
nature of the immune response to become less
pro-inflammatory with less production of
interferon ã and TNFá and a greater production of IL-4, IL-10, or TGFâ. Yet another view
is that the T cell response is inadequate and
fails to clear the infection satisfactorily, and if
this were true, therapy would be directed
towards boosting the immune response. Since
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this disease might well also contribute to
susceptibility to reactive arthritis.
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this would mean trying to increase levels of
interferon ã and TNFá (these cytokines being
the most eVective against intracellular pathogens), the therapeutic approach would be
diametrically opposed to that suggested above
where the immune response is considered to be
the culprit in bringing about joint inflammation, and consequently in need of downregulation. Clearly it is important to know which
model of arthritis pathogenesis is correct in
order to propose rational therapy.
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Summary
+ Chlamydial infection can trigger reactive arthritis in susceptible
individuals
+ The joint contains viable organisms and a T cell mediated immune
response to chlamydial antigens
+ Possible pathogenic mechanisms include:
+ Proinflammatory immune responses to persistent chlamydia
organisms/antigens
+ Development of an autoimmune response stimulated by a bacterial antigen
+ Failure to clear chlamydial infection
+ One or more of these mechanisms may be at work in diVerent
patients (self limiting or chronic arthritis) or at diVerent times in
the course of arthritis (early, late)
+ Until pathogenesis is clarified, treatment is empirical—conventional
courses of antibiotic, symptomatic measures for arthritis, and in
severer cases some of the disease modifying drugs which are eVective
in other forms of chronic inflammatory arthritis (sulphasalazine,
methotrexate).
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